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1 - Part one, qoutes!

"I don't believe he walked into that trap on his own."-Kurama
"Yes, a first-class fool."-Hiei
"Agree. A fool and a moron."-Genkai

"They burned their skin, shortened their breaths, and somehow lost their shirts!"-Koto

"You're a team player, a save the day superhero...I hate people like you."-Hiei

"Those guys could use a good kick in the rear."-Botan

"Hey, I needed that!"-Yuusuke

"Calm yourself Ogre, you're spitting on me,"-Koenma

"I expect just my right arm will do,"-Hiei

"You guys have fun fighting the veggie-heads!"-Yuusuke

"Remind me to try out for cheerleading!"-Yuusuke

"Children, would you mind saving it for the badguys?" -Yuusuke

"You have caused me pain. I don't like that." -Rando

"Don't you know there's a test today, Moron?!"-Yuusuke(in someone else's body)

"You think he knows it's a circle?" -Hiei

"It appears we have found a maze in Maze castle."- Hiei

"Kuwabara! C'mon! Get your head out of that stupid game and listen to me! I don't want you to think I'm
weird or anything, but please please please just kiss me!" -Yusuke

"Why would the Spirit World be run by a toddler?" -Yuusuke
"Actually, I am the mighty Koenma, the son of King Yamma. Even though I appear to be a child, I've
been around over fifty times longer than you have, so watch your mouth when you speak to me."
-Koenma

So it takes one hundred years to get past a diaper?"-Yuusuke
"Actually, I'm proud to say that in addition to knowing the greatest secrets of the universe, I am also
quite potty-trained." -Koenma





2 - Part two -Qoutes!

"Well, that's the power of love, baby" - Kuwabara
"I wonder if Kazuma say all these funny things to everyone"- Yukina

"I thought I was crazy, Urameshi, but you take the prize! The heck was that?! Ya don't make bombs go
boom in your face!" -Jin

"There is no one who does not carry scars on his heart. If there was such a man, he would be a shallow
soul."-Hiei

"Lucky eyes ya got...AGH! I can't believe the ruckus they're washin up, ya can't even make a thought!
Ah course I wouldn't mind if it weren't for the ears. See they're all pointy up and wiggly not like they were
before. Only when I'm happy or excited and I haven't been either in a very long time. But saw biggy flyin
up high and past WHEW! Almost lost it. Well didn't ya hear me? *whispers* I'm talkin bout the way you
knocked Bakken's fog away and then took him for a first class ride on your fist!*Talks normal* I never
really did like that guy, the wind around his paws was pretty stinky; actually, I'm glad ya waxed him. Oh!
*whispers* Don't tell Risho I said that!" - Jin

"Monster, meet spirit gun!"- Yuusuke

"Go Yuusuke's energy."-Kuwabara

"I'll fight her!" - Yuusuke
"Urameshi are you serious!?!?"-Kuwabara
"Well she's a fighter and she's trying to get in out way!"- Yuusuke

"You can't possibly be human!"- Demon spider
"Yep!" -Yuusuke
"We just happen to be really really tough!" -Kuwabara

"Why do I get the feeling our intellegent fighter is about to do something completly stupid!"- Koenma

"You're to pretty to be the grim reapper!"-Yuusuke
"I don't know if I should take that as an insult or a complitment"- Botan

"Oh my god it's an earthquake!"- Kuwabara
"Fool, there can't be no earthquakes in water.."- Hiei



3 - Part three,Quotes!

"My truest name is Youko I was a fox, a spirit fox gaining the powers of the demons of the hundreds of
years that I lived"- Kurama

"That's his way of saying thank you"- Kurama

"You know it wasn't Yuusuke who killed Tarukane it was a flick of Toguro's finger"-Tsakyo

"Why do I have the feeling Chuu is going to do something totally stupid"-Rinku

"Koenma sir how are you going to eat at a time like this!" George
"Well you're right-Koenma *puts the crab back into the pot then Gearge grabs it and swollows it*
Hmm!!!-Koenma
Gulp! Heheh - george

"Get up Oger surprise time is over!"- Koenma

"C'Mon! Shoot your spirit gun already!"-Rugby
"Dumb spirirt gun work!"- Yuusuke
"Rugby stop that now!"- Topaz
"And why should I he should die it's not like we're not going to kill him anyways"-Rugby *He walks closer
to Yuusuke*
"Dumb spirirt gun"- Yuusuke
"Rugby!"-Topaz *Slaughters Rugby then walks away*
"He was weak and stupid"- Topaz
"Wow he killed his own teammate over you!"-Kuwabara
"Yeah I'm a real superstar"- Yuusuke

"SHUT UP!! If you have something to say then come down here and say it to my face or better yet to my
fist!!"- Yuusuke

"You have all the requires to be detective of the spirit world"-Botan
"Well that's a fansty title"- Yuusuke

"I got an six on my last test"- Kuwabara
"A six?!?!?" -Botan
"Well what'd ya know!? Kuwabara's stupider then me!"- Yuusuke

"Took a punch in the face just to get a chance to hit me"- Jin



4 - Part four, Quotes!

"What's more emmbrassing getting beaten by a clown or an old man"- Hiei

"How did you find me?"-Genbu
"Your smell...After filling the room with the rose's sweet aroma, your putrid odor was easy for me to
find."-Kurama

"When I kill someone I expect them to stay killed"- Yuusuke

"AAAGGGHHH!!! What are you, some sorta sick grave robber of something?!"-Kuwabara

"Yap yap yap like you're some kind of pro wrestler. Then what happens? You have to eat up all your
words. It's pretty dumb."- Yuusuke

"I always said those teachers were out to get me. I'm surprised they didn't run me over themselves."-
Yuusuke

"Hiei, you're a little punk, and you always said mean stuff to me but I know underneath all that junk
you're a good guy. Kurama, you taught me a lot with the things you've said, there's nobody more caring
than you. Woman fighter person you saved those guys from Dr. Ichigaki and that means alot, you didn't
say much but some how I really feel like I know you. And Urameshi... well... uh..."-Kuwabara

"All the while we've been thinking you were a brilliant strategist. When really, you're just a lucky fool."-
Kurama

"Here's my impression of Yuusuke, look at me I'm burning."- Botan

"Don't be gettin' all big eyed, any attack has to travel through air to get to me, right? I control the air, so
you might as well hand 'em over and say Do whatever you want with 'em Jin!"- Jin

"Your ugly friend has a good point detective. Are you sure you want to trust me? I've already vowed my
revenge on you. Maybe I'll handle that now?"- Hiei

"Kurama don't make me pull out your precious voicebox!"- Hiei

"Go ahead, tell them I'm Yukina's brother, I won't mind at all torturing you to death."- Hiei



5 - Part five, quotes!

"This arcade... it's got chillies... Oh, no! Not the tickle feeling!"- Kuwabara

"No it sounded more like a low-level ghost, like a haunted raccoon or something."-Kuwabara

"Oh Yuusuke, I'm sure there's something you can use, magic, a missile launcher, anything!"- Koenma

"Your hair, it's so damaged. Human hair is so frail."- Karasu

"Ugly People shouldn't be allowed to smile that much!"- Yuusuke

"This is for controling them three and posining their master, and this is for Kuwabara!"-Yuusuke
"Thanks for the shout out Urameshi.."-Kuwabara
"And this is for being so damn ugly!!!"- Yuusuke

"Hey Kuwabara you're conscious I'm not used to that."- Yuusuke

"You're in the same boat as I am, only weirdo's like Kuwabara can see in the dark."- Yuusuke

If I mess this up and Rando kills everyone there won't even be a Tokyo Dome. At least the other way I
would have had a three day weekend."- Yuusuke

"I'm not leaving the country, I just don't find it customary to piss in my pants during the next fight!"-
Shizuru

"Look at it this way, if demons did have toilets would you really want to use them?"- Shizuru
"Good point.."-Keiko

"I admit, I'm embarassed just listening to him."-Kurama

"All we have to do is kill everyone else on the boat before we reach the island. We'll say we're the right
team and no one will complain."-Hiei

"Right he is, and when the tourney next around comes flying we'll have new muscles on us! And whee
and whoo we'll be the champions that one!"- Jin

"A tie here, a loop there and ta-da a portable Puu."-Keiko

"Now, are you going to let go of me, or are we going to stand here and do the tango?"-Koenma



6 - Part six, Quotes

"Tell, die!"-Hiei
"Oh, it doesn't help that I'm a blabbermouth and he's a telepath!"-Botan

"What will it be brother? Any weapon you want! A dagger, a sword, a semi automatic machine gun!? As
long as we work together this competition is in our grasp!"-Ani(Elder Toguro)

"I'm enjoying life without my pesky student, and ask that you live a nice long time, so I can get some
peace and quiet. In other words, go win that fight, dimwit!"-Genkai

"Oh, silly me. I must have forgotten to turn on my hearing aid. When you're a washed up old hag like me,
the memory is the first to go."-Genkai

"Okay grandma, so why don't you show this young whippersnapper how it was done in the olden
days."-Yuusuke
"My plesure"-Genkai

"Lets dig a hole Sniper, each one of us, seven graves will be a decent start. Black Angel, Gate Keeper,
Sniper, Gormet, Game Master, Doctor, and C man."-Sensui

"And this is the part where Yuusuke Urameshi makes his escape."-Yuusuke

"I want to see what happens when Yuusuke's group has to battle a fellow human to the death."-Sensui

"My name is Yu Kito but my real name is Kaito, I have the power of Taboo."-Kaito

"That rose whip of his must be ten feet long. Where does he stache it? All the ways I can think of sound
kinda painful."-Kuwabara

"Yanagisawa, and I call my tallent copy."-Yanagisawa

"In case you missed the news update, this is a bad day to piss me off!"-Yuusuke

"Haha, I'll kill them all, women and kids, sickly old men, until every foot of dirt is a grave, then I'll stand
there on top. I'll kill them all, I'll kill them all, I'll kill them all."-Sensui
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